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From our global headquarters in Belgrade, Montana, 
we are grateful for the opportunity to bring you — 
our loyal customers, future customers, and a select 
group of suppliers and business alliances — this 
special edition of TowHaul Revolution, an in-depth 
look at our products, our team, our factory, and most 
of all, the principles that guide our business every 
day on every project. 
 As the company moves into our third decade as 
TowHaul, it is with great pride that we are bringing 
along an amazingly dedicated and talented group of 
employees as well as an ever-expanding customer 
base. We have made our mark in the mining industry 
by bringing our innovative products into open 
pit mines around the world, providing increased 
mobility, decreased costs, and enhanced production 
capabilities.
 In a fast-moving global marketplace, our company 
values — innovation, integrity, knowledge and respect 
— have remained the heart of our business and 
continue to help sustain our position as the world’s 
leading designer and manufacturer of off-road lowboys 
for open pit mines. 
 At our core, we believe in doing well by doing good. 
Our goal is to consistently exceed customer expectations 
— every day on every project — with honesty, integrity, 
and the utmost respect and appreciation for our 
customers and their individual needs.

Since 1977, TowHaul has strived to create custom 
designs that solve customers’ unique heavy hauling 
and towing needs.  

TowHaul founder Frank Smith is the original inventor 
and manufacturer of heavy duty, off-road lowboys 
for the open pit mining industry. In 1992 Smith 
designed and patented a removing gooseneck, front-
loading lowboy using a single mine haul truck axle. 

The TowHaul brand was born. At the same time, he 
designed and patented the TowHaul Towing Package, 
making the removing gooseneck a versatile piece of 
equipment that can pull the lowboy as easily as it can 
tow a disabled haul truck. With Smith’s courage of 
conviction and our ongoing commitment to customer 
satisfaction, we continue to improve existing designs 
and invent new products. We listen to our customers, 
and focus on direct, interactive relationships. In certain 
markets, we may work with a dealer, but we keep 
a direct “hands on” approach with our customers, 
ensuring they always have a direct line to our factory. 
Today, our TowHaul equipment is the leading haulage 
equipment in the industry.
 Around the world today, you will find our advanced 
designs in modular form, greatly reducing shipping 
costs for our customers, and offering additional 
benefits as well. Over the last decade, the growth of 
our small company has been meteoric yet sustainable, 
enabling TowHaul to keep up with the increasing global 
demand for our products. In 2004, we were humbled 
and sincerely honored when the U.S. Small Business 
Administration named TowHaul the U.S. National Small 
Business Exporter of the Year. 

With this special issue of TowHaul Revolution, we 
invite you to see where we’ve been and, just as 
exciting, where we’re headed. 

With sincere gratitude to our customers and 
employees, 

Kim Wild
CEO, President/General Manager
www.towhaul.com
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TowHaul founder Frank Smith vividly recalls the 
earliest moments of the first business class he 
took in engineering school. “The teacher stood 

in front of the class and said, ‘The sole purpose and 
bottom line of any business is to make a profit.’” 
Smith, who had worked since childhood on a variety 
of enterprises including his family’s farm and 
sawmill, a trucking outfit and logging operation, 
didn’t buy it then … and he doesn’t buy it now, more 
than four decades after founding one of the most 
innovative, successful and enduring manufacturing 
businesses in North America. “I always wanted to 
build things,” he says, plain as day. 
 Soft-spoken but eloquent, Smith is as modest 
as he is matter-of-fact about his ambitions, his 
accomplishments and the company that has taken his 
revolutionary designs across the globe. 
 Although he casually chalks it up to the ability 
to listen well and plenty of providence, Frank Smith’s 
story — from the first spreader he designed in 
1971 through the patenting of the mining lowboy 
trailer and the removing gooseneck to TowHaul’s 
present day market leadership — is a simple tale of 
courage, confidence and a persistent commitment to 
manufacturing the most reliable, efficient and adaptable 
off-road equipment ever built. 

An idea — and Smith Sanders Ltd. — is born of necessity 

In 1971, as a young design technologist, Smith 
was working for the Willock Company, a respected 

truck manufacturer in his native British Columbia, 
Canada, when his former employer — the equipment 
superintendent for MacMillan Bloedel, then one of 
Canada’s largest forestry companies — asked him to 
design and build a sand spreader that would allow 
the company to continue logging despite winter’s 
toll on the dirt roads. “Andy Anderson said to me, 

‘Frank, you are going to design a sand spreader for 
our logging operation and Willock is going to build it,’” 
Smith remembers. Anderson’s confidence in him was 
empowering to the young designer and Frank never 
considered saying no to the assignment. “I knew that I 
could design something novel, that it would work, and 
that it would be meaningful to the operation,” he says. 
 His first spreader was delivered, untested, to the 
mountain site early in the morning on a snowy, winter’s 
day. Smith was surprised to find an enormous audience 
for the trial-by-fire launch. He remembers whispering to 
Anderson, “What if it doesn’t work?” Anderson calmly 
pointed to the dozen or more pieces of equipment lined 
up behind the spreader, and said, “Well, it’s snowing 

frank Talk
towhaul founder Frank smith reflects 
on 40 years of hard work and looks to 
the brand’s future  

I’ve always loved trucks … 
just loved them from the 
beginning. I can remember 
how they smelled.
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now. And all this machinery will be stuck on the 
mountain all winter.” Moments later, the scene played 
out like some sort of mechanical Pied Piper, with Smith’s 
spreader leading the rest of the equipment up the 
treacherous road and out of sight. 
 He sold one more spreader that year, and seven 
more the following, but when Smith approached the 
president of the Willock Company about focusing more 
resources on the sand spreaders, he met resistance. 
“They told me they thought we’d saturated the market,” 
Smith explains, adding that he respectfully disagreed 
and immediately started thinking about going out on 
his own. In 1973 Smith Sanders Ltd. was born and over 
the next decade Smith would design and build more 
than 150 spreaders for use across Canada. 

Smith Sanders Ltd. makes the leap from logging to 
mining … and to Smith Equipment USA

Smith’s reputation grew among logging industry 
leaders and it wasn’t long before the equally close-
knit mining industry came calling. In 1976, Smith 
designed and manufactured a spreader to mount on 
a haul truck in a British Columbia mine. In 1977, 
he designed his first 100-ton lowboy trailer to hook 
to a surplus truck. When the Peter Kiewit Company 
saw the design, they promptly ordered two for a coal 
mine in Montana. For Smith, it was a transformative 
moment signaling his first sale in the United States 
and the solidification of his company’s role in the 
mining industry.    
 Throughout the 1970s and early ’80s, Smith fielded 
calls from mines around the world and addressed 
each of their specific needs by sketching, designing 
and developing price quotes for a broad spectrum 
of specialized equipment ranging from cable reelers 
and stainless steel bins to bucket transporters and 

Smith designed a 
sand spreader for 
MacMillan Bloedel’s 
winter logging 
operation in 1971.

1973

In 1973, Smith designed and manufactured a spreader 
to mount on a haul truck in a British Columbia mine.

Every time I work on a 
piece of equipment, I 
always put myself in the 
shoes of the person who’s 
going to be using it. Will 
it work? Will it do the job? 
What will it be like for the 
operator to be hooking up 
at 2 a.m. in a snowstorm?

1971
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23 
Patents held by Frank Smith in three countries

3
Patents currently pending for Smith 

12
Types of mines in which TowHaul equipment operates

by the
numbers

In 1985 
Frank Smith read a profile of noted Canadian 
forestry industrialist H. R. MacMillan [1885 – 
1976]. Having worked for MacMillan Bloedel as 
a young man, Smith had profound respect for 
MacMillan’s management style and took care 
to memorize the six principles MacMillan cited 
as the key to his company’s growth. They are 
principles that have guided Smith over the years 
and are inherent in the way TowHaul continues 
to operate today.  

 2000 2011

Number of employees 14 59

Number of customers  45 105 

Number of units in operation  62 161

sTIll GroWInG 
InTo THe fUTUre 
From its origins in the early 1990s, TowHaul grew slowly 
and steadily until 2000 when the company positioned 
itself for meteoric expansion. Now in its third decade, 
still growing and committed to the next generation of 
business, TowHaul reflects on the numbers that hint at 
the phenomenal growth from 2000 - 2011.

AnAlyze
OrgAnize
Deputize

SuperviSe
energize
exciSe 
(when required)

Coal Iron Gold Copper UranIUm 
dIamond boron nICkel Iron ore 
alUmInUm pHospHaTe baUxITe

increasingly larger trailers. Innovation came naturally 
as Smith listened to clients about what they needed. 
“We end up being innovative because we are prepared 
to innovate,” he explains. 
 In 1984, Smith began to manufacture tow hooks 
that would allow mines to tow their own disabled 
trucks. Reflecting on his willingness to solve just about 
any equipment mobility and utilization problem a mine 
could identify with a range of previously non-existent 
designs, Smith shrugs. “They have never really been my 
ideas. They come to me from these companies when 
they tell me what they need,” he says. “I just had to 
figure out a way to accomplish their ideas … and put 
them into a machine that would work,” he adds. 
 By all accounts, Smith’s machines were working 
brilliantly and Smith Sanders Ltd. continued to thrive 
until 1985 when Frank created an affiliated business 
called Smith Equipment USA to serve the growing 
U.S. market. 
 From 1985 to 1989, Smith continued to design a 
variety of products for mining operations across North 
America and beyond, including rear-loading off-road 
trailers that went into China. While Smith created all the 
designs and often went onsite to oversee the installation, 
the equipment was being manufactured by RivTow in 
Canada, allowing Frank a chance to step back, even 
temporarily, from the day-to-day operations. 

New designs lead to a new company

In the fall of 1990, in an effort to determine if business 
would support the opening of a U.S. manufacturing 
plant, Smith meticulously plotted a route and set off 
across the western United States in his Crown Victoria. 
He visited as many mines as he could and still has 
the blue log book in which he carefully documented 
every phone call and every meeting he had. Within 

1977
In 1977, Smith designed his first 100-ton 
lowboy trailer to hook to a surplus truck.
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three months, Smith had his first order. Order 9101 was 
a 150-ton lowboy trailer for the Chino Mine in New 
Mexico. The mine wanted a front-loading trailer that 
would hook up to their own tow hook. Smith’s design 
was received with absolute silence, he recalls. “I started 
to worry and immediately offered to make changes. I 
asked them, ‘What don’t you like?’ and I remember the 
response. ‘Not like it? We love it. You’ve answered all 
our questions before we asked them.’” The response 
has become something of a benchmark and a goal for 
every Smith design that gets drawn. 
 The orders began flowing in again and Frank was 
on the ground in one mine after another, addressing 
individual needs and solving specific problems. “We 
were the only company going around to the mines, to 
see what they had and what they needed,” Smith offers. 
“People got to like us more and more because we were 
there,” he laughs. 
  In 1991, Smith began working with a Nevada mine 
that wanted to haul 230 tons on a TowHaul trailer 
with an 85-ton truck as a prime mover. What resulted 

from such a complicated math problem — after 
countless hours researching everything from train car 
hitches to rocket ships — was the patented TowHaul 
Removing Gooseneck. “I kept thinking, ‘Why can’t the 
tow hook be the gooseneck” he says.  Smith was at 
the library reading about the first lunar landing and 
the soft docking position with its retractable locking 
latches when he had his Eureka moment. “As with 
any invention, there is that wall that you’re not seeing 
through.” Until you do. 
 Within a couple of months, Frank had three orders 
for his Removing Gooseneck. The patent was approved 
in 1992 and in 1993, over his lunch hour, Frank 
sketched the logo for TowHaul, his company’s new 
name. In a span of four years following the design of 
the Removing Gooseneck, TowHaul produced 18 units, 
including lowboy trailers, removing goosenecks and flip 
hitches that were installed around the world, from the 

1984

In 1984, Smith manufactured the first tow hook that would 
allow mines to haul their own disabled trucks.

1990
In an effort to determine if business 
would support the opening of a U.S. 
manufacturing plant, Smith set off 
across the western United States, 
visiting as many mines as he could 
manage. Within three months, he 
had his first order. Order 9101 was 
a 150-ton lowboy trailer for the 
Chino Mine in New Mexico.

All I ever really wanted 
was a steady job.

1992-93

The patent was approved in 1992 
and in 1993, over his lunch hour, 
Smith sketched the logo for TowHaul, 
his company’s new name.
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United States to Germany to Mauritania (all of which 
are still in service today.) 
 Smith established his manufacturing plant in 
Belgrade, Montana, with a number of employees who 
had long been colleagues in the trucking, logging 
and mining industries. The orders continued and 
Smith, now with his own team of TowHaul engineers, 
advanced their designs as the mining industry shifted 
and grew. In 2003, the low profile design allowed 
users to load smaller machines on the front of their 
trailers. “That was a huge boon to users,” Smith 
says, underscoring that maximizing the utilization of 
every piece of existing equipment at a given mine is 
TowHaul’s ultimate goal and bottom line. “Our target 
has always been to decrease costs by increasing 
mobility,” he says. Dealing with their own mobility, the 
TowHaul modular trailer design, introduced in 2004, 
further changed the way the company could ship and 
deliver equipment. 
 From 2000 to 2010, TowHaul manufactured 
some 99 pieces of equipment that are in service in 21 
countries and was named both Exporter of the Year by 
the State of Montana and the U.S. National Exporter of 
the Year by the Small Business Administration. Smith 
downplays his own accomplishments when he reflects 
on the volume of his designs over four decades, their 
remarkable staying power, and the ingenuity that has 
come to be associated with the TowHaul brand. “It isn’t 
rocket science … It’s just that no one else does it with 
the same full attention that we do.” 

Always an innovator, Frank Smith makes way for the 
next generation of TowHaul 

In his tenure, Smith has watched the number of 
TowHaul units produced annually more than double, 
while the number of employees has quadrupled with 
the advent of more sophisticated systems, stringent 

2003

In 2003, the low 
profile design allowed 
users to load smaller 

machines on the front 
of their trailers.

safety requirements and complex documentation. Since 
1997, Smith has worked side by side with his step-
daughter, Kim Wild, mentoring her in every aspect 
of the business from bookkeeping to management. 
Naming her president of the company in 2000 is a 
moment that still chokes Smith up. The day she told 
him she could run the company ranks among the 
most meaningful events in his long career. It is with 
tremendous pride that Smith rattles off the stats on 
TowHaul’s explosive growth under Wild’s leadership. 
 As he moves into his 70s and eases further into 
retirement, Smith is spending less time designing 
and running the business he built from the ground 
up and more time with his family, including his two 
step-children, their spouses, and four grandchildren 
together with his wife Karen. Smith too makes time to 
pursue his lifelong passion for music — he is a jaw-
droppingly, toe-tappingly talented guitarist and singer 
— at the community-oriented Music Ranch Montana he 
and Karen founded in 1998, which encourages broad 
and interactive connections between musicians, both 
professional and amateur. 
 Smith’s dedication to and passion for his work — 
be it machinery or music — is, and has always been 
inexhaustible. And as for the sole purpose and bottom 
line about what a business should be? Frank Smith 
is living proof that building things — equipment, a 
company, a family, and a lasting legacy — is really the 
way to go.

It’s gratifying to have 
a product that is doing 
the job so well that 
customers want to 
keep refining it.
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From lowboys to goosenecks, towing packages to control 
systems, towhaul is constantly evolving to give customers 

more options without sacrificing towhaul reliability

It’s been more than four decades since Frank Smith 
designed his first piece of equipment, more than 20 years 
since he patented his Removing Gooseneck, and nearly 

a decade since TowHaul introduced the Modular Lowboy. 
There are nearly 200 complete TowHaul units operating 
worldwide, some of which have been in operation for well 
over 20 years. That number, combined with the increasing 
number of units in production, demonstrates the longevity 
and reliability of the TowHaul brand. The designs coming 
out of TowHaul — from the fully computerized Plus One 
Control system to the new RGSO — signify that the company 
is constantly moving forward, offering customers innovative 
designs without sacrificing TowHaul quality. 

From early designs that still hold up to the cutting-
edge technology that is moving the industry forward, 
TowHaul’s commitment to quality and innovation is still 
the bottom line.   

evolUTIon
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ClaSSiC GooSeneCk – RGS (Patented) 
• Time-tested Design 

TowHaul’s Classic Gooseneck design has been refined 
but not changed over the course of more than 20 
years. It continues to be the most popular gooseneck 
for standard-sized lowboys. 

• Streamlined Profile 
The Classic Gooseneck’s narrower width allows for 
easier loading of smaller equipment. 

OuTbOarD GOOSeneck – rGSO (Patented) 
• adaptability 

Since the RGSO can accommodate multiple cylinders 
in a variety of sizes and configurations, it can handle 
loads in excess of 400 tons. 

• Outboard cylinders are more visible and accessible 
from a maintenance point of view.

GooseneCks
 In 1991, Smith was figuring out how an 85-ton truck could pull a 230-ton load when he had an “a-ha” 
moment. The gooseneck could be the tow hook. Inspired by the soft docking position and retractable locking 
latches on NASA’s first lunar landing equipment, Smith designed and patented TowHaul’s Classic Gooseneck. 
 Fast-forward a couple of decades to 2006 and TowHaul pioneered the RGSO to accommodate heavier 
tonnages, and provide other benefits. 
 Both options are extensively utilized in TowHaul’s current production lineup and both offer customers 
important benefits. 

WHaT’S nexT? 
TowHaul engineers are currently working on a ‘hybrid’ design which incorporates 
the benefits of both the Classic Gooseneck and the RGSO.

From hand drawings to 3-D solid modeling software, from manual controls to a fully computerized 
control system, from dry drum axles to oil-cooled axles, TowHaul products have evolved at pace 
with the mining industry thanks to the company’s commitment to innovation through cutting-edge 
technology and state-of-the-art design, testing and analysis. What drives every advancement is 
TowHaul’s dedication to addressing each customer’s unique and specific needs.
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ToWInG paCkaGes
 In support of TowHaul’s mission to increase mobility and decrease costs, advances in the patented towing 
packages provide customers with numerous options and price points so that each mine can maximize the use 
of its TowHaul equipment and make its fleet even more efficient. The towing packages are available with any 
TowHaul Removing Gooseneck to then operate as a tow vehicle, OR as a hauling vehicle with the use of the 
lowboy. Versatility is the key when it comes to towing packages. From easy connections to super-class capacity, 
TowHaul’s towing packages are customized to meet each customer’s individual requirements. 

TrunniOn Pin 
• The Gold Standard

Because of its proven strength and reliability, more and 
more haul truck manufacturers are designing trucks 
with options for a built-in trunnion pin receiver. 

• user-friendly 
Ideal for most trucks, the trunnion pin system allows 
for easy hookup and minimal maintenance. 

T-bar 
• easily adaptable to Most Fleets

The TowHaul T-Bar is designed to hook up to most 
standard brackets. 

• Versatility
The T-Bar design allows for increased towing capacity 
over the 5th wheel, including ultra-class trucks. 

5TH WHeel 
• easy to use 

The over-the-road design can be utilized to tow 
smaller standard mine haul trucks. 

• reliability
TowHaul’s 5th wheel design has proven itself to do the 
job it was designed for. 



loWboYs
 TowHaul’s Classic Lowboy, introduced in 1991, is the 
unit that put the company on the map. And TowHaul’s 
innovative Modular Lowboy, patented in 2004, is the 
design that makes TowHaul the world leader in off-road 
mining trailers year after year. 
 Both designs offer significant — and unique — 
advantages to customers, while still providing the reliable 
and unmatched mobility that TowHaul products are 
known for. 
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will turn completely around 
in the middle of a typical haul road

ClaSSiC loWboy (Patented)
• Proven Design 

That this design is still in production after more than 
20 years, and is being consistently re-ordered by 
existing customers is a testament to its functionality 
and durability.  

• Stability
Fewer connection points mean more stability and very 
little maintenance. 

• Durability 
Most, if not all, of TowHaul’s Classic Lowboys dating back 
to 1991 are still in service at mines around the world. 

MODular lOwbOy (Patented)
• ease of Shipping

Designed to ship more easily and efficiently in modular 
sections and assembled with pins instead of welding, 
TowHaul’s Modular Lowboy bed can be assembled in 
less than a day.  

• Simplified Maintenance and repair
Because the Modular Lowboy is made up of smaller 
components that can easily be transported to a workshop, 
repairs (if needed) are quicker and easier. 

• innovative Design 
The low-profile load ramp minimizes breakover and 
simplifies loading and unloading for operators. 

rear lOaDinG lOwbOy (Patented)
• The patented Rear Loading Lowboy is designed for 

mines that haul only small equipment, and do not have 
a need for a versatile removing gooseneck design.

Lowboy
ToWHaUl

The
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ConTrols
 From hand-operated manual levers to electrical 
switches and now computerized buttons, TowHaul’s 
systems have kept pace with technology across the 
industry. The fully computerized Plus One is easy to 
use and offers significantly more control with any of 
the systems.  

Manual 
• Tried and True 

TowHaul’s manual systems are still operating in units 
worldwide and have proven themselves to be easy to 
use, and straightforward in their functionality. 

PluS One 
• Simple to use 

With Plus One, TowHaul managed to incorporate all of 
the existing hydraulic controls and monitoring systems 
in a single easy-to-read computerized system. 

• Highly Detailed 
From temperature readings to pressure readings and 
electrical malfunction indications, Plus One provides 
operators and maintenance teams with more useful 
information than any previous system. 

2002 Governor’s Exporter Award 
State of Montana

2004 U.S. Small Business Administration 
Exporter of the year 

Regional

2004 U.S. Small Business Administration 
Exporter of the year

National 

2004 Family Business Award
Montana State University College of Business

2011 Certificate of Recognition 
from Under Secretary of Commerce 

for International Trade 
Francisco J. Sanchéz    

AwArds
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bUCkeT TransporTer 
 Designed for mines with multiple draglines, 
and used with a multi-purpose gooseneck, the 
patented TowHaul Bucket Transporter is an easy-
to-use specialty piece of equipment that enables 
mines to move buckets without the use of a crane 
and special transport. 

spreaders 
 From Frank Smith’s first spreader design in 
1971, TowHaul has refined the spreader and added 
components in order to make it multi-functional, like 
so many of the company’s products. 

claSSic SPreaDer (Patented) 
• effective 

TowHaul’s Classic Spreader is ideally designed for 
maintaining mine roads in the most treacherous winter 
conditions.  

inTercHanGeable SPreaDer 
anD waTer Truck 
• Multi-purpose

Used for winter road maintenance, dust control and 
even as a water tender for fire control, a single truck can 
be utilized for multiple, year-round applications. 

ToW Hooks
 The idea behind TowHaul’s Tow Hooks, which 
are used exclusively for towing haul trucks, is to give 
mines an option for a dedicated tow vehicle without 
the combined use of the lowboy. While maintenance 
teams utilize the Tow Hook, production teams can 
keep the lowboy in operation, elsewhere on site. 



Decrease Your Costs

Increase Your Mobility ®

TowHaul Interchangeable Spreader & Water Tank
An innovative and revolutionary approach for spreading water or sand/gravel on mine haul roads.

Use a single haul truck to perform both duties by changing out the bodies for the appropriate season.
The TowHaul Interchangeable system increases efficiency, utilizing one dedicated truck for two applications.

Smith Equipment, USA
PO Box 3487 • Bozeman, MT 59772

Tel. 406.388.3424  •  Fax 406.388.1925  •  Email towhaul@towhaul.com  •  Web www.towhaul.com

Water Tank Features
• Maximum Volume
• 3 piece modular design
• Up to 65 feet of spread capability (potentially greater)
• Up to 1500 gallons per minute discharge rate
• Designed to interchange with a TowHaul Road 

Conditioning Body (Spreader)

Spreader Features 
(Road Conditioning Bodies) 

• Covers up to 50 feet per pass
• Effectively spreads material up to 2 inches in diameter
• Full operational control from the cab of the truck
• Steep Feed Slopes
• Heated Body
• Greater Volume
• Fully Rear Tipping
• Adjustable Gate Openings
• Designed to interchange with a TowHaul Water Tank
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beHInd THe sCenes

Trudy Knodel
Human Resources 

Manager

Brenda Throop   
Executive Assistant

Colleen Brackett
Finance Department 

Manager

Marla Green
Accounts Payable

Tony Nolan
Purchaser

avIaTIon Team

towhaul’s office team focuses on critical details

as TowHaul’s customer base, production schedule 
and staff have grown exponentially, the company 
has built a world-class office team to manage 

everything from human resources and finance to payroll 
and purchasing. 
 “Over the last decade, we’ve gone from a small 
family company to a BIG family company,” says TowHaul 
president, Kim Wild. “And even though they aren’t in 
front of our customers, our office team — and now flight 
team — are responsible for keeping the company running 
efficiently. Their work supports everyone at TowHaul, 
from hiring new staff to managing payroll and benefits, to 
getting our service crews on site at mines in a matter of 
hours rather than days. They are absolutely essential to 
our operations, both on a daily basis and when we look at 
our long-term goals,” she says. 

towhaul’s new plane allows 
quicker response times

Greg Mecklenburg
& Ursula Howland

Pilots

In 2011, TowHaul purchased a Beechcraft King Air F90-1 
to facilitate faster service within the North American 
market. From engineering inspections to field repairs, 

TowHaul’s plane can seat a team of service engineers and 
technicians, and significantly reduces travel times to mine 
sites. A TowHaul crew headed to Fort McMurray, Canada, 
for example, can be on the ground in less than five hours 
as opposed to the more than 24-hour commercial flight 
times. The advantages are meaningful for both customers 
— who can be accommodated in hours instead of days — 
and for TowHaul employees, who can get on site, focus on 
the work, and get home to their families without spending 
extra time traveling. 
 “TowHaul recognizes the value of owning an airplane 
and is using the airplane to improve its service and sales 
capabilities — that is very exciting to me,” says Greg 

Mecklenburg, TowHaul’s chief pilot. Mecklenburg, who 
has 20,000 hours of flight time and ATP and DPE ratings, 
has been flying professionally and managing aircraft for 
four decades. Ursula Howland, Mecklenburg’s co-pilot 
and a TowHaul employee for 16 years, started flying 
when founder Frank Smith offered his airplane for flight 
lessons after she taught him to ski. With 1,400+ hours of 
flight time, Howland is a commercial, instrument-rated, 
single-engine pilot and has flown as the company’s pilot 
on Smith’s original Cessna 205. “Instead of a company car, 
we took a company airplane,” she laughs.

Geneva Wild
Human Resources/

Benefits and Payroll Clerk
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sales Team

with meticulous research and unmatched 
experience across the industry, towhaul’s 
sales team is driving business

Chris Friedel’s office at TowHaul’s Belgrade, Montana 
headquarters looks more like an international 
situation room than a sales office. There are stacks 

of newspapers from around the world, and various 
briefings spread across his desk. Each wall is covered by 
maps representing every section of the globe. Red and 
black pins on each map indicate where TowHaul units are 
operating. By Friedel’s latest count, there are more than 
160 pins on his walls. And the numbers — of equipment, 
of countries and types of mines — keep climbing. 
 USA, South America, Central America and Eurasia 
Sales Manager Kevin Henderson, who has been on the 
ground in more than 151 mines over the course of 11 years, 
joined TowHaul with a business degree and a background 
that included both construction and equipment experience. 
From his initial work traveling alongside TowHaul founder 
Frank Smith, Henderson opened up most of the world to 
the TowHaul brand. Friedel, TowHaul’s International Sales 
manager since 2005, credits Henderson with creating 
enough business to bring Friedel on. Both men agree 
that Smith’s impeccable reputation has opened countless 
doors. “We continue to benefit greatly from the reputation 
Frank established,” offers Friedel.  
 What’s impressive, though, is not the number of 
sales or points on the map, but rather it’s Henderson 
and Friedel’s remarkable ability to talk about every 

CoverInG THe Globe

individual unit and the unique challenges posed by each 
one. “Here,” Friedel says, pointing to a cluster of pins in 
Western Australia, “we had to manufacture equipment 
that could withstand ambient temperatures above 50 
degrees Celsius.” He moves his hand up to northern 
Sweden. “And here, the equipment has to operate right at 
the Arctic Circle where temperatures can drop to minus 
40 degrees Celsius.” 
 But temperature differentials are just the beginning. 
Henderson points to Canada and explains the challenges 
of unstable ground in northern Alberta’s oil sands mines. 
The geographical diversity of TowHaul’s customers is vast 
indeed. Each location, each mine, each piece of equipment 
required extensive research by Henderson and Friedel, as 
well as plenty of pre-sales engineering by TowHaul’s Kyle 
Griffith, in order to determine, and in many cases engineer, 
the ideally-suited piece of equipment for the job. 
 “Our biggest challenge,” explains Henderson, “is to 
determine the proper towing method, lowboy capacity, 
length and width, axle, and so on, for every individual 
customer.” In order to do that, both men are required to have 
an unrivaled understanding of a given mine’s existing fleet.
 Their combined experience at mines all over the world 
gives Henderson and Friedel an enormous advantage over 
their competition. “We do have an upper hand in knowing 
other equipment and the challenges mines face in both 
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towing and hauling,” admits Henderson. Their experience, 
coupled with feedback from customers in the field and 
from the TowHaul service technicians, helps Henderson 
and Friedel achieve their goal on every project. “We 
need to be able to manufacture equipment that works in 
conjunction with, and to the benefit of, most or all of the 
equipment at a given mine site,” says Henderson. 
 To achieve that goal, Henderson and Friedel engage 
in a highly consultative three-step process with every 
potential customer. After carefully researching the mine’s 
fleet and learning from the customer which equipment 
will be used for what purpose, Henderson and Friedel 
go to work determining if the mine’s hauling goals are 
feasible. Henderson clarifies with a smile, “or if it is even 
remotely feasible.” The next question they ask themselves, 
based on their understanding of the customer’s needs and 
objectives is whether or not TowHaul equipment is right 
for the job. Answering that question often means working 
with the TowHaul engineering team to figure out the 
most appropriate units and what, if any, modifications or 
enhancements need to be made.
 Henderson rattles off a string of recent projects that 
required unique adjustments for everything from clearing 
under bridge heights on the mine site to non-standard 
load capacities. “Our job is to listen, learn and adjust our 
product to meet the customer’s individual needs,” he says. 
As evidence of that ongoing evolution, Henderson explains 
that the designs for many of TowHaul’s best-selling units 
in 2011 did not even exist prior to 2004.  
 In addition to innovation from within TowHaul 
inspired by direct customer feedback, several of the big 
equipment manufacturers are now modifying some of 
the standard bumpers on their superclass trucks to work 
with TowHaul’s trunnion pin towing system. TowHaul’s 
trunnion towing system is just one of the options that 
customers can purchase with their TowHaul Gooseneck, to 
tow disabled haul trucks on their mine site. 
 The customers have shifted as well, explains Friedel, 
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in how they utilize TowHaul units. “It used 
to be that we most often worked with 
maintenance managers and superintendents 
on towing, hauling, and minimizing 
undercarriage costs. But now, more and 
more we are also working with production 
managers who see our equipment as a 
critical production tool. When they can 
move drills and dozers in an hour that 
otherwise would have spent half a day 
tramming, they see that TowHaul can not 
only save them money, but make them 
money as well. It’s an interesting shift in a 
dynamic market,” he says.  

TowHaul provides pre-sales 
engineering assistance to utilize the 
mine’s existing equipment (surplus 
haul trucks, etc.) to minimize capital 
outlay and maximize compatibility 
with the mine’s existing fleet (axles, 
tires, etc.). Along with the sales team, 
Kyle Griffith, TowHaul’s Pre-Sales 
Engineer, facilitates the information 
gathering necessary to determine the 
most appropriate TowHaul equipment 
and design, with up to 1600-ton 
hauling capacity, for any environment 
and operation. 
 Here, Griffith answers customers’ 
questions about the pre-sale 
engineering process … 

Q: How does the pre-sales 
engineering process work?

Griffith: Our pre-sales engineering 
process is in place to help guide 
customers through the purchase 
process from a technical standpoint. 
We begin by collecting specific 

aQ&
with 
Kyle Griffith 

information from each mine and 
reviewing it. We then clear up 
any questions and proceed with 
recommending an appropriate 
application and assessing items such 
as performance and turning ability. 
Depending on the needs of the 
customer we often provide multiple 
options so that they can determine 
which features are most important to 
their operation.

Q: What are the most 
important things for 
a customer to be aware 
of when working with 
TowHaul sales?

Griffith: From a pre-sales 
perspective, we try to consider 
equipment specifics (B or C model?, 
wide track shoes?, etc.) as well as 
overall mine conditions (weather 
conditions, grades, switchbacks, etc.). 
For a trailer, the two most important 
pieces are the prime mover and the 
equipment to be hauled. Once those 
are defined, we go to the next step of 
confirming equipment dimensions and 
weights and then determining whether 
the truck fleet warrants our towing 

option or not. From there we can run 
through a preliminary performance 
analysis and present it to mine 
personnel for their review. Once the 
quote is finished, pre-sales engineering 
provides technical support for any 
questions that may arise.

Q: How does pre-sales 
engineering help to ensure 
the best solution for an 
individual mine?

Griffith: In many cases I will 
personally accompany our salespeople 
to the mine sites. I then get a chance 
to talk with mine personnel to 
determine their understanding of 
our equipment. Many mines aren’t 
experts in our products and may not 
know what factors are important in 
choosing the best fit for their site. I 
can discuss their fleet and equipment 
and point out issues that they may not 
have been aware of (tracks too narrow, 
cable reel that interferes, etc.). It never 
fails that a face-to-face meeting at a 
mine site brings to light information 
that is critical for our ability to provide 
the customer with the best solution to 
their hauling needs.
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Chris Friedel

Kevin Henderson

Pre-Sales Engineering

  While Friedel and Henderson spend 
nearly half the year, between them, traversing 
the globe to meet with customers, neither 
one expects business to slow down anytime 
soon. Their confidence is clear. “We have the 
advantage of knowing that we have the best 
product on the market, the most experience 
of any manufacturer in the industry, and the 
support of an unrivaled service department,” 
says Friedel. What that translates to, they 
agree, is more pins, more maps, and, most 
importantly, more satisfied customers. 
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WWW.ToWHaUlsTore.Com

ToWHaUl sTore
From scale models to apparel, towhaul’s store sells unique merchandise

after fielding an abundance of requests for scale 
models from customers and model enthusiasts 
alike, TowHaul developed an alliance with 

Caterpillar and Norscot to manufacture a 1:50 scale 
model of the company’s Classic Lowboy. Development 
and design required more than a year and Norscot had 
to deal with the enormity of the project — the largest the 
company had ever built — by casting the RGS-225-48-20 
model in pieces. 
 The model has been well received with its impeccable 
details including accurate interior cab detailing, discon-

necting gooseneck, movable flaps for rear tire accessibil-
ity, authentic tire tread design and operating hydraulic 
cylinders. The model is available for sale on www.
TowHaulStore.com. Packaged in a collector’s box, the 
TowHaul scale model has been sold and shipped to 23 
states and 10 countries. 
 In addition to the model, the TowHaul store sells 
a range of customized products from caps, shirts, 
and fleece vests — all bearing the TowHaul logo — to 
pen sets, coffee mugs, duffels and more. Shipping is 
available worldwide.
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is designed to accommodate the loading of most blast 
hole drills without the need for loading blocks. In addition, 
the lower angle of the front ramp greatly decreases the 
breakover when loading tracked equipment.

                                                      the first Modular Lowboy Trailer 
to the mining industry. The patented TowHaul Modular Lowboy can 
be shipped to the mine site in sections and pinned together in a 
matter of days.

This design has significantly reduced shipping expense and allows 
for the units to be delivered into hard-to-access mine sites.

TowHaul offers a front-loading lowboy with a removable gooseneck
that can also serve as a tow hook for disabled haul trucks.

What’s the significance? The patented hydraulic grab hook design is
fast and safe for the demanding conditions of mine haulage, allowing
hook-up or un-hooking in as little as 90 seconds.

The TowHaul Lowboy/Tow Truck combinations add cost savings
through mobility of tracked dozers, blast hole drills, mining 
shovels (up to 1600-ton operating weight) and disabled haul trucks.

TowHaul lowboys are ideally suited for loads of 100-tons and greater.

The patented TowHaul
Bucket Transporter provides
a safe, quick and cost-effective
method of transporting
dragline buckets to and from
work sites.

The TowHaul Bucket
Transporter enables mines 
to move dragline buckets
without the need for cranes
or other support equipment.

The TowHaul Water Tank Trailer
is the perfect solution for mines
that need to increase their dust
control but cannot retire
another haul truck. TowHaul
water tank trailers utilize the
same gooseneck as TowHaul
lowboys, bucket transporters
and tow trucks.

This method of towing a water
tank rather than mounting it 
on a truck also allows mines to
increase their volume capacity.
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after 35 years as the industry leader, towhaul’s engineering department is 
still innovating to meet new challenges with creative solutions

When Todd Throop joined TowHaul as an 
engineering student in 1997 to assist 
founder Frank Smith and another engineer 

with drafting, the men worked side by side designing 
equipment, often from impromptu chalk drawings on 
the floor of the workshop. “Frank had the courage 
to create and innovate,” Throop reflects. “He had 
the mentality that we could design and manufacture 
anything the customer needed,” he says. 
 And they did. Between 1992 and 2000, under 
Smith’s leadership, TowHaul produced 56 of its 
patented lowboys for mines around the globe, from 
North America to Europe and Africa. In addition, 
TowHaul designed and manufactured specialized 
equipment including removing goosenecks, tow 
hitches, water tanks, cable reelers, spreaders and 
bucket transporters. 
 As the sales came in and the company grew, 
Throop continued working as Smith’s “right-hand 
man,” learning every nuance of his patented designs 
and preparing to carry the inventor’s remarkable 
vision forward. 

A talented and diverse engineering team combines Smith’s 
vision with cutting-edge technology

In 2000, P.E.-licensed engineer Jeff Gilbreth joined the 
TowHaul team and made it his goal to balance Frank’s we-
can-do-anything spirit with a more calculated systems-
oriented approach to meeting the customers’ needs. 
The blend of philosophies has grown the engineering 

department nearly tenfold in as many years, and has 
further established TowHaul as the industry leader with 
both a family of field-tested designs and the ability to 
create highly specialized designs to meet each customer’s 
specific needs. 

forWard momenTUm

Frank had the courage to 
create and innovate. He had 
the mentality that we could 
design and manufacture 
anything the customer 
needed.
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 Despite its intentionally small size and location in a 
rural part of the United States, TowHaul has established 
a reputation worldwide for its innovation and creativity 
by advancing new ideas and utilizing cutting-edge 
technology. To get there, explains Throop, the company 
interacts with some of the brightest minds in the industry, 
often collaborating with the world-class engineering 
department at Montana State University on state-of-the-
art design, testing and analysis.
 The results, by all accounts, have been exceedingly 
positive. “The advancing technology has allowed us 
to be proactive,” says Gilbreth, now TowHaul’s Senior 
Design Engineer. 
 TowHaul’s team of eight engineers — which includes 
specialists in mechanical, civil and manufacturing 
technology — has used technology to create a family 
of products which are constantly being improved and 
upgraded based on customer feedback and product 
performance in the field. “Our challenge is to listen to 
what customers’ needs are and to use our own experience 
to guide them from falling into some of the pitfalls we’ve 
seen in the industry … One way we improve is to let 
ourselves be challenged by customers to come up with 
better solutions to new problems with regard to their 
hauling needs,” Gilbreth says. 

28,127 tons or 

56,254,000 
pounds of capacity

Total lowboy capacity

192,000 
U.S. gallons in 4 units

Water tank capacity

875 cubic yards of 
capacity in 6 units

Spreader capacity
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Since 1992, TowHaul’s patented 
gooseneck has been refined and 

improved in numerous ways

The most obvious and immediate advantage 
of a TowHaul Removable Gooseneck is its 
multi-purpose functionality.  This allows the 
mine haul truck to connect with a TowHaul 
Lowboy, a TowHaul Bucket Transporter or 
TowHaul Water Tank Carrier, and to tow 
disabled haul trucks as well. 

The TowHaul design utilizes a patented 
hydraulic grab hook as opposed to a mechanical 
connection.  This key distinction allows for fast 
and easy connection to the lowboy trailer in 90 
seconds or less.

The TowHaul grab hook acts as an alignment 
tool ensuring proper seating and connection to 
the lowboy.

With a hook-up time of less than 90 seconds, 
combined loading and unloading times can be 
reduced to less than 10 minutes.

The gooseneck main lift cylinders provide the 
lifting force via mechanical advantage through 
the toe at the lowboy connection.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

gooseneck
ToWHaUl



Bob Toney
Engineer and 

Service Manager
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 The benefits for the customer of this more streamlined 
design process are significant, Gilbreth explains. The most 
meaningful is that each piece of equipment, for the most 
part, is an enhanced articulation of another product that 
has come before. With more than 161 units operating in 
the field, TowHaul’s products are indeed time-tested and 
field-proven. 
 For his part, Throop, now the company’s Production 
Engineering Manager and Development Engineer, has 
groomed an impressive team of highly trained engineers 
to maximize technology as they build upon Smith’s rock-
solid foundation. 

 
TowHaul’s structure for internal communication benefits the 
customer 

Among TowHaul’s engineers are three team members who 
bridge the gaps between departments, something that 
benefits the customer with enhanced communication at 
every stage of the process. 
 Pre-sales engineer Kyle Griffith facilitates the 
communication between the engineering department 
and the sales team, helping to determine which TowHaul 
products will best fit the mine’s needs. Griffith works with 
the sales team in advance of any order, doing a pre-sales 
engineering assessment even before a quote is prepared. 
He works with the sales team throughout the quoting 
process and often does further analysis after the order 
is placed and prior to the involvement of the production 
engineering team. 
 With substantial manufacturing experience, 
engineer Emily Davis oversees the critical communication 
lines between the engineering department and the 
manufacturing team. Davis keeps an eye on new 
technology and helps identify necessary improvements to 
streamline production. She also combines customer, field 
and shop feedback to direct design improvements. 
  Engineer and Service Manager Bob Toney links 
the engineering department and the service team, 
communicating with the service techs out in the field, 
gathering information and onsite feedback to further 
enhance both existing and new designs. 
 What this structure gives the customers, agree Throop 
and Gilbreth, is invaluable. “Our team is willing to listen 
and talk with customers to understand their needs and to 
adapt designs to meet those needs.” 
 Whether an existing standard design or a new 
custom design, TowHaul’s engineering team is 
committed to fulfilling the unique and individual needs 
of every customer. It’s the balance between Smith’s 
where-there’s-a-will-there’s-a-way mentality and the 
engineering team’s ability to utilize proven systems 
and state-of-the-art technology that defines TowHaul 
and ensures its market leadership in the next decade 
and beyond.  

Emily Davis
Production Engineering 

Supervisor

Jeff Gilbreth 
Senior Design Engineer

Jason Harwood 
Systems Engineer

Jason Lohse
Production Engineer

Mike Ries
Production Engineering 

Support

Todd Throop
Production Engineering Manager 

and Development Engineer

Kyle Griffith 
Pre-Sales Engineer

Haakon Zaeske
 Service Engineer

Courtney Spencer
Production Engineer
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prodUCTIon Team
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bUIldInG a beTTer UnIT 
in the face of extraordinary and rapid growth, 
towhaul’s production team has met the demand, 
continually improving both the manufacturing 
process and the finished product

If TowHaul has a secret weapon — designed 
to improve quality in the face of tremendous 
growth while simultaneously combating 

inefficiency — Troy Evenson might be considered 
the Secretary of Defense.
 Now the Production Manager, Evenson was hired in 
1996, when TowHaul employed 9 people and produced 
two units per year. Today the company employs nearly 
60 people and produces 12 units annually, plus another 
three to four in Australia. His job was to design a work-
flow that could accommodate aggressive growth and 
ensure quality control at every turn. From structuring 
the shop and developing schedules to releasing orders 
to the cutting department, Evenson’s contributions have 
reached throughout every department at TowHaul and 
have impacted customers in abundant ways. “We’re 
making better equipment than we were even five years 
ago,” Evenson offers. “All of the departments have put a 
priority on continuous improvement.” 
 In order to appreciate the growth of the manu-
facturing department at TowHaul, one needs only to 
glance at the numbers for 2011: more than 13,000 
square feet of shop space added; more than $540,000 
spent on Sub-Arc welding equipment, cranes and mo-
bile equipment; 100 percent increase in production staff 
since mid-2010.  
 The production staff, explains Evenson, is even 
more responsible for the company’s reputation than 

the capital improvements. The 
remarkably well-rounded team 
— which includes generations 
of welders, fabricators and three 
Certified Welding Inspectors — 
can individually perform every 

task required to construct a TowHaul unit.
 “Because each one of them is able to take a project 
from start to finish, there is a commitment to quality and 
a pride in workmanship that serves our customers well.” 
In addition, because the team can avoid backlog on 
every unit by having a pool of 15 well-qualified welder/
fabricators, the rate of production has improved by 60 
percent from flat plate to parts, explains Evenson. 
Even when parts must be ordered from outside 
contractors — axles and decking, for example —  
Evenson is committed to speeding up the process without 
sacrificing quality. “We are pushing the limits of what’s 
available,” he says. 
 Shop Foreman Keith Neitzel, who has been with 
the company since 2005, had 10 years of machining 
and welding experience before he joined TowHaul. Like 
Evenson, he is committed to ensuring that TowHaul’s 
production staff is well-rounded and continually 
trained. “Our commitment to quality, efficiency and 
innovation means we get a better product out the door 
quicker,” he says. 
 But Neitzel cites TowHaul company values as 
another significant contributing factor to the production 
team’s standard of excellence. In other places, he 
explains, workers are limited to a single area of 
expertise and are often expected to operate somewhat 
mechanically — he points out the practice of “set 
breaks.” “At TowHaul, there is tremendous flexibility 
and an emphasis on teamwork. We are in it together 
— everyone wants to succeed — and that provides a 
different motivation.” 
 It’s that motivation, perhaps, that continues to set 
TowHaul apart and reinforces the company’s position as 
the industry leader.  

Troy Evenson
Production Manager
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Utilizing the same computer software that 
brought the special effects in the movie Batman 
to life, Mark and Justin Clevidence, Dennis 

Cwidak and the programming team at TowHaul create 
virtual worlds to enhance the design, production 
and operation of the company’s outsized equipment. 
Whether they are animating the wet brake cooling 
system for training purposes, creating simulators for 
the Plus One Control system, or laying out up to 200 
individual parts on an 8- by 40-foot sheet of steel, 
TowHaul’s programmers are focused on the smallest 
details without ever losing sight of the big picture. For 
Mark Clevidence and Cwidak, protocol demands equal 
attention to precision and quality. 
 With more than 25 years of combined experience in 
engineering, programming and production, Clevidence 
and Cwidak begin each project with a 2-dimensional 
translation of the parts designed individually, and 3-D 
modeled, by the engineering department. With precise 
calculations, they piece the parts together digitally — 
not unlike a massive steel jigsaw puzzle — to be sent to 
the cut shop. A single lowboy, for example, can have as 
many as 1,200 parts that need to be laid out on up to 27 
sheets of steel (which equals more than 300,000 pounds) 
of varying strength and thicknesses. 
 Once in the cut shop, Vern Brekke and Morgan 
Machado take over. There they use high quality steel 
plates — each of which can be identified at any stage of 
the process, from the steel mill through production and 
after installation anywhere in the world — and a state-
of-the-art 10- by 50-foot cut table. “There is a method to 
the madness,” laughs Machado, scanning the yard which 
is filled with neatly piled steel plates. 
 Brekke, who has more than 15 years of CNC 
experience, previously producing high quality mandolins, 
appreciates the technology at his fingertips. The table 
has two oxyfuel stations, one plasma head station, and 
a unique oxyfuel triple torch bevel head that can cut and 
contour bevel simultaneously. The equipment enables 
the process to be precise, efficient and fast. The precision 
reduces the number of stress points on any given piece 
of steel, making for a more durable part and better 
equipment. The efficiency allows for greater recycling 
opportunities and less waste. And the speed — the plasma 
head station can cut 35 to 240 inches per minute and the 
oxyfuel station can cut 4 to 18 inches per minute — keeps 

CUTTInG edGe

Brekke and Machado always on their toes. The men can 
cut, on average, between 20 and 25 plates per month, 
and keep the shop running at least 12 hours daily. 
 Back in the programming office, Justin Clevidence 
works on TowHaul’s Web site, making it user-
friendly for customers across the globe. The team 
has created training videos, diagrams and, more 
recently, simulators. One such simulator walks 
customers through the process of operating the 
TowHaul Gooseneck, with and without the Towing 
Package. Another acts as a training module for the 
Plus One Control panel. “We are working on creating 
a comprehensive online resource for our customers 
worldwide,” explains Clevidence.

by thenumbers
 1,600,000

5,000

1,000

19,630

2,182,107

Pounds of steel 
cut in 2010

Number of parts cut in 
the first quarter of 2011

Average number of 
cut parts per unit

Weight in pounds for one 
8- by 40-foot sheet of 
1 ½-inch A514 steel

whether creating computer simulators or 
cutting steel for towhaul’s high quality parts, the 
programming department and cut shop employ 
state-of-the-art technology

Pounds of steel cut in 2011



TowHaul Brake Release System
(patent pending) complements the TowHaul Towing 
package by allowing the tow truck operator to 
release the park brakes of the disabled haul truck. 
This system maintains constant oil pressure to the 
haul truck and can be monitored from inside the 
cab of the prime mover.

TowHaul Tow Package
One of the many advantages of the TowHaul 
Lowboy is the versatility of the TowHaul 
Gooseneck. The most popular option is the 
patented TowHaul Towing Package. This optional 
system allows the gooseneck to be used to recover 
disabled haul trucks throughout the mine site. Our 
towing system offers a safe, reliable method for 
towing even the largest haul trucks without the 
need of support equipment. 

The TowHaul Towing Option operates by lifting 
the entire front end of the disabled haul truck off 
the ground. We are able to achieve this through 
our sliding subframe, which is operated by in-cab 
controls. Best of all, by lifting the front end of the 
disabled haul truck, we eliminate the need for 
an operator to be in the cab of the disabled haul 
truck during the towing process.

Safety Features
For the operator:

• Camera systems help facilitate proper hookup.
• Work lights illuminate the lowboy bed and work area 

during night operations. This includes a battery system 
to run the lights even when the truck is not connected to 
the trailer.

For other equipment working 
around the TowHaul lowboy:

• Clearance lights show the entire length of the trailer.
• Warning beacons are installed on corner of lowboy and 

on cab of prime mover.
• Reflective “TowHaul” emblems and logos on the 

gooseneck and trailer add nighttime visibility.

Additional features include:
• Back-up alarm gives an audible warning/safety measure.
• Ladders provide access and egress from the deck of 
  the lowboy.

TowHaul Auxiliary Dump
System provides a safe and easy way to 
dump the payload of a disabled haul truck prior to 
towing. This system utilizes the hydraulics of the 
tow truck and can be controlled from inside the 
cab of the prime mover or via an optional wireless 
handheld remote.

TowHaul Brake Cooling 
System is a ground-driven, oil-cooling 
package for use with wet disc brake axles. 
This patented innovative system requires no 
auxiliary power unit on the  back of the low-
boy and is not connected to the prime mover 
hydraulic system. The forward rotation of the 
wheels powers the pumps to circulate the oil 
and drive the radiator fan. 
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leadInG THe CHarGe
From its patented brake cooling system to its state-of-the-art Plus 
one Controls, towhaul’s systems team is pushing the envelope

What sets TowHaul equipment apart 
from competitors is its ability to 
perform multiple functions in extreme 

environmental conditions with technology that 
is on pace with the cutting edge of the mining 
industry. TowHaul’s systems team, headed by Matt 
Crawford for more than a dozen years, has created 
and enhanced systems — from state-of-the-art 
hydraulics and a patented brake cooling system 
to the fully computerized Plus One Controls — 
that enable TowHaul equipment to function more 
efficiently with greater flexibility, easier trouble-
shooting and ultimately, less downtime. “We look 
at our work as an opportunity to create solutions 
before there is a problem,” Crawford explains. 
 Among the systems for which TowHaul is 
known is the patented brake cooling system which 
was first used in TowHaul equipment in Peru in 
2004. The ground-driven system utilizes the lowboy 
axle to pump the oil, minimizing the need for either 
additional equipment or increased connections to 
the prime mover. 
 “The goal in designing the system,” explains 
Crawford, “was to make it as simple as possible 
and functional in various ambient temperatures.” 
While it is not the best solution for every mine — 
TowHaul still manufactures dry drum brakes where 
appropriate — the brake cooling system has been 
increasingly utilized since its inception. Of the units 

manufactured in 2010, 18 percent incorporated the 
brake cooling system, whereas in 2012, 53 percent of 
the units in production utilize the technology.  
 Similar to the brake cooling system, TowHaul’s 
patented park-brake release system and the auxiliary 
dump function, move full control to the prime mover. 
 When Crawford started working on the TowHaul 
hydraulics, the components were not always available 
to do the job he wanted to do. A custom manifold and 
off-the-rack parts expanded TowHaul’s ability to add 
additional functions while minimizing limitations. “We 
can do things today that we never would have been 
able to do with a mechanical valve,” Crawford says. 

 On top of technology, Crawford is quick to credit 
the entire systems team, which functions “like a 
family,” for their tireless work and attention to detail. 
“We’re able to dig in, as a team, and get things 
accomplished,” he says. At the end of the day, he 

We look at our work as 
an opportunity to create 
solutions before there is 
a problem.



sYsTems Team

explains, it has to be right or it won’t work. 
 Perhaps the biggest change in TowHaul’s systems 
has been the advent of the Plus One Control system, 
a fully computerized system that incorporates all 
of the previous TowHaul control panels in a single 
screen. Plus One gives operators maximum visibility 
on all of the regular functions as well as potential 
failures. From monitoring temperatures in the brake 
cooling system, to receiving specific information on 
the functionality of individual wires, Plus One makes 
trouble-shooting faster and easier, which can 
translate to less downtime.
 In addition, TowHaul’s wireless remote 
control technology allows operators to 
manage specific functions — connecting and 
disconnecting of the lowboy or disabled haul 
trucks, for example — from the ground, where 
visibility is appreciably better. 
 Another benefit of the Plus One Control 
system is that TowHaul service technicians 
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have the ability to hook up the entire system to a 
laptop for updates and new configurations in the field.  
Additionally, TowHaul keeps the Plus One components 
in stock, meaning repair and even replacement times 
can be significantly reduced. 
 In an effort to continuously “dot the i’s and 
cross the t’s,” Crawford relies on the expertise of 
his seven systems team members. The team is 
constantly focused on ongoing testing of the hydraulic 
and electrical components. “We are constantly 

communicating, always testing and 
repeatedly questioning.” The research and 
development process is what gives TowHaul 
“dependability and serviceability,” he says.  
 That process, and the dedication of the 
systems team, is what allows TowHaul to 
continue leading the charge in developing 
efficient, user-friendly systems. “There is 
always a limit,” admits Crawford. “We just 
haven’t run into it yet.” 

Matt Crawford 
Systems Manager

The members of the systems team include, from left, Scott Crawford, Kurt Blomback, Jason Harwood, 
Fred Bent, Matt Crawford and Matt Harris. Curt Crawford and Brent Hawkins are not pictured.
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valUe beYond
towhaul’s comprehensive 
service department 
maximizes value and 
creates additional savings 
by keeping units mobile

It’s widely known that TowHaul’s line of lowboy trailers 
and support equipment consistently add value to mine 
operations across the globe. But another key to savings 

and added value is the TowHaul service department, who 
are always at the ready to assist with the maintenance of 
TowHaul equipment. TowHaul service personnel cover the 
globe in pursuit of their mission to add ongoing value to 
their customers’ operation, beyond the initial investment of 
new TowHaul equipment. 
 “At any given point in time, our service personnel 
are working with customers around the world, providing 
a wide range of services, from installing a new lowboy, 
supervising the installation of a replacement part, 
providing a courtesy inspection or simply offering 
assistance over the phone from our offices,” explains 
Bob Toney, Service Manager at TowHaul. “No matter 
where they are or what function they are performing, our 
TowHaul service team is focused on creating additional 
value beyond the initial purchase and a unique service 
experience for each and every one of our customers.” 

TowHaul’s service technicians cover the globe providing 
continued support for TowHaul equipment

Newt Cockerham

 With TowHaul equipment operating on six of the seven 
continents, TowHaul’s service technicians travel countless 
miles in order to be on site tending to customers’ needs. 
For every day they spend at TowHaul’s headquarters in 
Montana, they spend at least five days on the road visiting 
mines, installing new equipment, conducting operator 
trainings, inspecting equipment and assisting customers in 
the maintenance of their existing equipment.  
 Still, ask any of them what the most important aspect 
of their job is and they all will agree: providing on-site 
support and developing custom solutions to maintain the 
reliability of TowHaul equipment. “We are there to support 
our customers and to keep their equipment mobile, which 
is one way we help them save money,” says Nick Huson, a 
TowHaul service technician and Certified Welding Inspector 
who has been with the company since 2000. Huson, whose 
background includes several years spent in the TowHaul 
fabrication shop where he helped build the equipment, 
spends months at a time in Australia where he supervises 
the manufacturing of TowHaul equipment at the facilities of 
business alliance, P&H MinePro. At the same time, Huson 
supervises installations, conducts regular maintenance 
inspections and provides service calls to TowHaul customers 



servICe Team
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throughout Australasia. But even when he is stateside, 
Huson remains in constant communication with TowHaul’s 
business alliance and international customers. “Whether a 
customer is in Australia, Indonesia, or Wyoming, for that 
matter, if they run into a problem or have a question, we are 
available to assist them quickly,” he says.
 Bjorn Saeteren, a native of Norway with extensive 
mining and mechanical experience, joined the TowHaul 
service team as a service technician in 2007 and echoes 
Huson’s sentiments on the importance of being available 
to customers. “On top of performing installs and operator 
training, our job involves understanding and anticipating 
our customers’ needs,” he says. “In order to do that, we 
have to know exactly what our customers are working with 
and where they’re coming from,” says Saeteren, who has 
installed TowHaul equipment at more than 40 mines ranging 
from South America to Africa and all across the United 
States. “Our time on site is invaluable,” he offers. “The 
more we know about our customers’ equipment and their 
operating procedures, the better we can create a solution to 
offer them.” For Saeteren and the rest of the team, creative 
problem-solving is both a strength and a universally agreed 
upon “favorite part of the job.”
 “We are finding that once a mine puts a TowHaul 
Lowboy into operation, they utilize it much more than 
planned — some mines are running their lowboy 24/7,” 
says Toney. “Our service technicians’ thorough insight 
and reliable solutions are a valuable asset to both our 
customers and to TowHaul. They continue to interact with 
our customers, earning their trust and building relationships 
which are important for improving our ability to identify and 
exceed our customers’ expectations,” he explains. 
 Newt Cockerham was a part of the company long 
before the TowHaul name came into being. Joining TowHaul 
founder and CEO, Frank Smith, in 1990, Cockerham assisted 
in building the initial units and eventually transitioned 
into the beginnings of the service department where he 
continues to make the rounds to mines across North 
America as the company’s most-tenured service technician. 
 For his part, Smith loves to recount the story of the 
first recommendation he was given for Cockerham. “I was 
working with a fellow, a well driller named Joe Mahurin, 
and he suggested I talk to Newt about building some of my 
designs. ‘Can he do it?’ I asked. And Joe said to me, ‘If Newt 
came to me and said he’d just finished building an airplane, 
I’d go get in that airplane without a second thought.’ Now 
that is a show of confidence,” Smith laughs. Thankfully, 
Cockerham remains focused on off-road mining equipment 
these days as opposed to airplanes, and his technical 
expertise is widely respected, both within the company and 
among TowHaul’s numerous long-standing customers.
 The newest member of the TowHaul field service team is 
Corey McCauley, who joined the company in 2011 and brings 
to his position experience as a welder and mechanic. His 
extensive maintenance background in the U.S. Marine Corps 

Nick Huson
Service Technician

Newt Cockerham
Service Technician

Bjorn Saeteren
Service Technician

Corey McCauley
Service Technician

TowHaul’s in-house service team includes, from left,  
Bob Toney, Haakon Zaeske, Ron Ross, Sean Dellwo, 

Krissy Beardsley and Dianna Kegel.

Wade Hansen
Product Support Manager

Bob Toney
Service Manager

Haakon Zaeske
 Service Engineer



stressed the importance of a regimented maintenance program 
for each piece of equipment, something that he and the other 
service techs bring to each customer. Since each piece of 
equipment performs differently depending on the environment 
in which it is operating, TowHaul’s techs take pride in meeting 
with mine personnel to get a feel for the conditions on the 
mine site and their existing maintenance practices, all of which 
they use to help customers develop a maintenance program 
that maximizes their TowHaul equipment’s availability and 
accommodates their existing schedules.

When more than on-site presence is required, TowHaul’s in-house 
service team is ready to supply customers with quality replacement 
parts to get TowHaul equipment back in action

 While the team of service technicians is helping 
customers in the field, the in-house service team is busy 
at company headquarters ensuring that every customer is 
getting what they need to keep their TowHaul equipment 
in operation. Service Manager Bob Toney heads up the 
department, coordinating the efforts throughout the 
company to improve TowHaul’s ability to respond to each 
customer’s needs. From finding ways to reduce lead times 
and developing preventative maintenance and recommended 
spare parts lists to reduce equipment down time, to 
developing written repair procedures that are provided with 
certain parts orders, Toney’s goals include consistently 
improving the service department and creating additional 
value for every customer. “We are always looking for new 
ways to provide value for our customers and exceed their 
service expectations. By understanding the differences 

as president of Mining & Construction Consulting, inc., 
Jim Caton started out as a towhaul customer in 1988. 
after commissioning more than 13 pieces of towhaul 
equipment for 13 mines in 10 countries, Caton plays an 
integral role for towhaul as a consultant and contractor 
in south america. we recently caught up with him for a 
quick Q&a. 

TowHaul: What is your experience with 
TowHaul trailers? 
Caton: The first trailer I bought in Texas saved our 
project so much money I decided we could never be 
without one. I subsequently purchased one for our project 
in Germany, and another for our project in Venezuela. 
Both performed perfectly. 

aQ& with Jim Caton, 
TowHaul’s South 
American consultant

TowHaul: What features drew you to them in the 
first place? 
Caton: Four big tires instead of six, 10 or 12 tires that seem 
to always have one or two flat tires when you need the 
lowboy. Utilizing large mining trucks as a prime mover makes 
maintenance of the prime mover much easier. 

TowHaul: Tell us about your mine experience in general, 
and more specifically in South America. 
Caton: I have been working in South America since 1966 
in Peru, Chile, Panama, Venezuela, Colombia, Suriname and 
the Dominican Republic. I’ve worked in an open pit coal mine 
operation in Venezuela, bauxite mines in Germany and Texas, 
and silver and gold mines in Nevada. I also spent 20 years 
doing heavy civil construction in South America including 
mine site construction, railroad, hydroelectric projects, large 
dams, highways, bridges, and 23 years working in open pit 
and strip mines. Recently, I have been doing consulting work 
for mining companies and original equipment manufacturers 
(including TowHaul and CAT). 

TowHaul: How do you help TowHaul service its South 
American customers? 
Caton: I bring the customer perspective to the table. 

between each mine and what value means to their 
operation, we are able to develop individual service plans for 
each mine. The value of the equipment is without question, 
but great service from TowHaul can maximize that value 
over the life of the equipment,” says Toney, who joined the 
company in 2007 as the service engineer. 
 Wade Hansen, Product Support Manager, plays a 
significant role in shaping TowHaul’s service vision: “Our 
first-hand knowledge of the equipment, from the initial 
design through production and installation, as well as each 
mine’s conditions allows us to make the most educated 
assessments of the equipment and develop the best solution 
for the individual needs of our customers. If repair rather 
than replacement is in the best interest of the customer, we 
will alert them to that option and we’ll be there every step 
of the way to assist. Service isn’t simply providing parts; 
service is an experience,” he says. 
 Hansen, who began his 15-year tenure with the 
company as shop foreman before transitioning into the 
service department, is now focused on the continued 
reliability of TowHaul equipment and on-site support of 
TowHaul’s customers in North America. Through site 
visits to the mines, Hansen meets with planners and mine 
personnel to gather operational data that is critical to the 
continued improvement of TowHaul’s products, and then 
relays that information to the TowHaul team at the factory.  
The data enables service personnel and engineers to develop 
meaningful updates to the design and overall product. As the 
number of mines operating TowHaul equipment continues 
to grow, Hansen’s work becomes even more essential in 
developing equipment suitable for the ever-changing needs 
of the mining industry.
 Newly added to the service team is Service Engineer 
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Having been an end user for nearly a quarter of a 
century, we have experienced the strengths and 
weaknesses of TowHaul. Our goal is to improve the 
TowHaul experience for customers in South America. 
With the addition of Alberto Colon as a certified 
TowHaul service technician, we now provide hands-
on technical expertise (in Spanish) for the South 
American customers. 

TowHaul: Tell us a little about Alberto Colon’s role 
as a contracted South American service technician?  
Caton: Alberto is from Maracaibo, Venezuela. He 
has worked with TowHaul equipment for more than 
10 years and became a TowHaul certified technician 
in 2008. Alberto provides operator and maintenance 
training, assembly supervision, technical support and 
training for all of TowHaul’s Latin American customers. 
He is expected to relocate to Arequipa, Peru, in 2012 
to improve support for TowHaul customers in Peru 
and Chile. Alfredo Rapetta, another experienced mine 
maintenance engineer from Maracaibo, Venezuela, 
is assisting Alberto with operator and maintenance 
training, assembly and service of TowHaul equipment. 

Haakon Zaeske who joined TowHaul in 2012 after working 
as a maintenance planner at a Texas coal mine. Zaeske’s 
expertise has already led to several improvements in 
TowHaul’s family of products, all of which add to the 
equipment’s ease of maintenance. These improvements will 
lead to increased availability of the equipment as a result of 
shorter maintenance periods. 
 With the growing number of TowHaul units operating 
around the world today and the advances being made 
by TowHaul engineers, keeping up with the demands for 
upgrades and replacement parts can be a daunting task. 
But Dianna Kegel, Service Coordinator at TowHaul, is a 
formidable force at TowHaul headquarters. On any given 
day, Kegel develops quotes for upgraded components or 
repairs, issues parts sale orders to the shop, and arranges 
shipping for all deliveries. In addition, she manages the 
shipping of new OEM orders. As service coordinator, Kegel 
is responsible for ensuring that all parts orders are on 
track for delivery and communicates regularly with each 
customer. “When a TowHaul unit needs replacement parts 
or repair, we understand the importance of getting that unit 
operational again as quickly as possible. Our equipment 
serves as a safety net for our customer’s operation and it’s 
our responsibility to ensure that the net is in place as much 
as possible. We realize that a delay of a couple of days on 
a parts order can cost our customers thousands of dollars. 
We’re in the business of decreasing costs and increasing 
mobility — which amounts to a significant savings for our 
customers,” says Kegel, who joined TowHaul in 1999. 
 Supporting Kegel in her efforts is Krissy Beardsley, who 
joined TowHaul in 2008 and has quickly become the go-to 
gal for a quick quote on standard replacement parts. She is 
in constant communication with the shop and purchasing 

department at TowHaul, keeping herself updated on the 
production schedule and monitoring parts availability and 
lead times to head off supply shortages that may affect parts 
availability for customers. Recently, Beardsley has been joined 
by Sean Dellwo who supports new units being commissioned 
by creating “critical spares” lists, compiling preventative 
maintenance schedules and the operations and maintenance 
manuals that are issued for each unit. Thanks to Beardsley 
and Dellwo, mines can develop their own on-site inventory 
plan and easily integrate the maintenance of their new 
TowHaul unit into their existing maintenance regimes.   
 Beardsley and Dellwo’s work is complemented by Tony 
Nolan, TowHaul’s Purchaser. If a component is in short 
supply, Nolan finds the quickest and most cost-effective 
source. Nolan is known, within the company and throughout 
TowHaul’s customer base, for his “impossible finds.” 
“In many cases, it appears the only choice for the customer 
may be to purchase an entire new assembly because the 
availability of parts for an older axle, for instance, can 
be limited. A lot of times, that equates to a significant 
investment for the mine. If we look just a little harder than 
the next guy for parts, most times we can end up saving our 
customers thousands of dollars and get them back up and 
running that much quicker,” Nolan explains. 
 At TowHaul, a reliable, comprehensive and 
conscientious service department is as much a part 
of the brand as the steel that forms each unit, and as 
critical in creating added value for the customer. From 
the on-site service technicians who develop TowHaul 
maintenance procedures and creative solutions based on 
extensive experience and operational data, to the in-house 
service team who supports every customer with regular 
communication and rapid parts delivery when necessary, 
to the management team that oversees and improves upon 
every step of the process, TowHaul is dedicated to offering a 
service experience that maximizes the value of each unit for 
every customer.   

TowHaul’s service techs offer up 
their best maintenance tips

Grease! Each unit should be inspected for grease 
and new grease should be applied at the start of 
every shift.

Provide routine preventative maintenance on the 
gooseneck, truck components and the lowboy. Keep 
TowHaul Preventative Maintenance Kits on hand.

Mandate routine visual inspections at the start 
of every shift.  If a problem is identified, contact 
TowHaul’s service department immediately.

Keep the pickup area on the lowboy clean. Over 
time, uneven loading resulting from the debris 
in this area can lead to damage throughout the 
TowHaul unit.

Offer ongoing refresher training for operators and 
maintenance personnel. 

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.
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doWn To THe lasT deTaIl
towhaul’s shipping and exporting team puts customer service first

TowHaul’s shipping and exporting team is the 
behind-the-scenes crew responsible for getting 
equipment from TowHaul’s manufacturing 

headquarters to the mine. From blocking and bracing, 
to heat treatment (per international regulations) and 
exterior markings, the team takes care of all shipping, 
documentation, and tracking, making the overall process 
easier for the customer. 
 In addition to making sure that all equipment is 
prepared for regional or international transport, the 
TowHaul shipping and exporting team can provide 
customers with a significant combination of shipping 
options ranging from air freight to overland/sea 
combinations, depending on the mine’s schedule 
demands and budget. 

 While shipping is universally critical for customers, 
TowHaul is also developing significant ways to facilitate 
customer service. They have recently made parts books 
and operations manuals available to customers online, 
giving all mine departments — from maintenance to 
production — immediate and simultaneous access. In 
addition, the shipping team works side by side with the 
parts department and other departments throughout the 
company in an ongoing effort to increase the TowHaul 
parts inventory for faster repairs. 
 Though much of what they do is behind the scenes, 
TowHaul’s detail-oriented shipping and exporting team 
is constantly at work to make ordering, receiving, owning 
and operating a TowHaul unit even easier and more 
efficient. 

TowHaul’s shipping and exporting team includes, from left, Gene Cutler, Dianna Kegel and Ron Ross.



Decrease Your Costs

Increase Your Mobility ®

MoDular lowboY Design

The Towhaul low Profile Modular lowboy design 
offers a greatly reduced shipping cost for the customer. The modular 

sections of the lowboy are shipped to the mine site and pinned together 
at the mine. The modular design allows our lowboys to have a suitable 

width for the mining equipment and is not limited by shipping 
restrictions. Most mines require lowboys up to 22 feet or 24 feet wide to 
suit their equipment hauling needs. The modular design makes shipping 

the lowboy much more economical for the customer.
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The original
off-road lowboy manufacturer ... since 1977

120-ton to 1600-ton capacity

•  Lowboys  •  Multipurpose Gooseneck  •  Interchangeable Spreaders & Water Tanks    
•  Towing Packages  •  Dragline Bucket Transporters  •  Water Tank Carriers

Decrease Your Costs

Increase Your Mobility ®


